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This comprehensive Acoustic Guitar sample pack exclusively created for Prime Loops delivers pure

Flamenco Guitar professional talent within this highly unique collection of 340+ Flamenco Guitar Loops

directly to your fingertips. All key info and tempos are also present for ease of use. Everything has been

recorded in 24-bit audio at the utmost quality, and as youve come to expect with all Prime Loops

releases, Essential Flamenco Guitars is completely royalty free, and can be used in all your projects and

releases, this way you avoid sample licensing costs, and large label fees, keeping 100 ownership of your

work. Flamenco is an extremely popular music genre and musical style originating from Spain. Famous

for its rapid, impressive flourishes, and passionate rhythms, this Gypsy and Cuban influenced style has

characterized its own dance genre, and portrays unforgettable rhythms heard in todays music globally,

from Lounge to House, Hip Hop to Broken Beat and beyond. The making of Essential Flamenco Guitars

has been heavily influenced by founding legends such as El Loco Mateo, El Nitri, Rojo el Alpargatero,

Enrique el Mellizo, Paquirri El Guant, La Serneta, Buena Vista Social Club and many more. An

impressive array of styles are showcased here with tango, greek, spaghetti western, triplets, chord

sequences, fandangos, classical, portamento and percussives, right through to staccato, pizzicato,

dorian, harmonic, leads and baroque, siguiriyas, sola, castilian jota, tientos, gypsy rumba, latin, zambra,

tanguillos and many more. Also included are sample-ready single notes for full integration with your

favourite sampler. This evocative song-writing package faithfully captures the true warmth, passion and

timeless sound of the traditional Flamenco movement, and can be used to add a Mediterranean twist to

your modern music productions. This is the .wav edition. You can find this release in a large number of

other Special Formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (301mb) Acid Loops (452mb) Akai

MPC (976mb) Apple Loops (452mb) FL Studio (452mb) Garageband (452mb) and many, many more!
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